
dried eucalyptus

a metal ring

wire to attach the dried flowers

thread for hanging

What you will also need:

a scissor·

·

·

·

DIY-KIT 
Eucalyptus wreath

Then we've found the perfect solution for you with the eucalyptus 
wreath! This quickly designed wreath will give your home a real 
eye-catcher! And at the same time it's a really beautiful and 
scandinavian decoration, because you know HORST likes it 
#hygge. Let us inspire you and get creative together with
creative with us.

Our instructions will guide DIY experts and beginners to the final 
result.

We look forward to seeing your great result!

You're still missing that little something on 
your empty wall and you just don't know 
what could go there?

Follow HORST
Instagram: @horst.diy
Facebook: @horstdiy
Pinterest: @horstdiy

#Horstingathome

HORST DIY Concepts GmbH
Poppenbütteler Weg 25
22339 Hamburg
040 299 967 153
E-Mail: moin@horst.com
WWW.HORST.COM

Get more Information on our Website.

You can find more DIY-Kits at: horst.com/collections/diy-kits

What‘s included:

·



Step 1

Step 2

Step 4

Step 3

Prepare your workspace.
Put all the materials and tools in front of you,
put on some music and let's go.

Tie the eucalyptus around one half of the metal ring using 
the wire. Cover the wire by placing the eucalyptus leaves 
over the wire.

Now take the thread and knot it around the metal ring.
Voila! Your eucalyptus wreath is ready!

Now all you have to do is hang it up in your home.

Now the wreath is slowly taking shape.
Pin and arrange everything until you are happy with the 
result. You can also simply cut off any overhanging 
stems. Ready!

And with that, you've already done it!
Show us your result on Instagram. Just tag us with

@horst.diy in your post - we're excited!

This diy-Kit was packed with love in 
Hamburg Bahrenfeld


